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Introduction

Results

False positives from rare variants
The conventional genome-wide significance
threshold of 5*10-8 is derived based on the
estimated number of independent common
variants. However, rare variants are bound to be in
low linkage-disequilibrium with common variants,
thus applying the same significance threshold to
rare variants is guaranteed to increase false
positive findings as there are much more rare than
common variants.

We run analyses on type 2 diabetes (~1M
samples). We use significant threshold 5*10-8 for
GWAS and FDR threshold 0.005 for IHW results.

Solution to reduce false positives
A naive solution of assuming all rare and common
variants are independent, and utilizing Bonferroni
correction leads to an extremely conservative test.
Alternatively, controlling for false discovery rate
(FDR) is known to be not as conservative as
Bonferroni correction, and therefore it could be wellsuited to reduce false positive signals while
maintaining desirable power.
Here, we utilize Independent Hypothesis Weighting
(IHW)1 to re-analyze GWAS results. We aim to
answer two questions:
1. Can applying IHW remove false positive
signals due to inappropriate genome-wide
threshold and retain true signals?
2. Can applying IHW identify additional new
signals?

Methods
IHW
IHW is an approach to control for FDR and can
incorporate covariates to learn weights to adjust pvalues by maximizing the number of significant hits.
Two covariates to include
Minor allele frequency (MAF)
• 10 bins of equally-sized number of variants
Functional category
• Coding variant: stop_gained, stop_lost, splice,
start_gained, missense, in-frame, and frameshift
• Non-coding variant: otherwise
We take combinations of these two covariates and
create 20 bins; then, feed these 20 bins into IHW to
learn weights (w). Later, weights are used to adjust
p-value (pi) of i-th variant from the input GWAS,
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Discovery and validation
To evaluate the performance of IHW in terms of
false positives and true positives, we divide the
samples into two sets, 10% and 90% of samples.
We then perform the following analyses:
1. Run GWAS on 10% of samples as baseline
(Discovery-GWAS)
2. Apply IHW to Discovery-GWAS to learn weights
and adjust p-values (Discovery-IHW)
3. Run GWAS on 90% of samples (ValidationGWAS). Given the much larger sample sizes
(better power), we treat identified signals in
Validation-GWAS as gold-standard to evaluate
the results of Discovery-GWAS and IHW.
10% of samples: Discovery-GWAS, Discovery-IHW
90% of samples: Validation-GWAS
(Gold-standard)
Illustration of study design.

Weights learned in Discovery-IHW
IHW assigns small weights (down-prioritize) to
rare variants and large weights (up-prioritize) to
common variants. All bins in the coding-variant
category are also up-prioritized in Table 1.
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Table 1. IHW weight estimation by MAF and functional category,
applied to the GWAS result based on 10% of samples.

Overall comparison
All 12 hits (top SNPs from 12 significant loci) found in Discovery-GWAS (Fig. 1A) are replicated (also found
significant) in Discovery-IHW (Fig. 1B). Compared to Discovery-GWAS, Discovery-IHW have additional 10
hits. Among these 10 hits, 6 hits are replicated in Validation-GWAS as true positives.
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Figure 1. Manhattan plots. A) Discovery-GWAS based on 10% of samples. B) Discovery-IHW applied to GWAS based on 10% of samples.
C) Validation-GWAS based on 90% of samples. Significant line in GWAS results is 5*10-8 and is adjusted to 10-7 for FDR 0.005 in IHW.

Reducing false positive signals
As an example, a spurious hit (red-circled in Fig. 2A, p-value < 10-6) from a rare variant (MAF < 0.005) in
Discovery-GWAS is removed in Discovery-IHW due to down-prioritization (p-value > 10-2 in Fig. 2B). This
spurious hit is validated in Validation-GWAS as a false positive (p-value > 10-2 in Fig. 2C). Overall, DiscoveryIHW successfully remove all 3 false positive hits (p-value < 10-6) from rare variants in Discovery-GWAS.
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Figure 2. Locuszoom plots of a false positive locus. A) Discovery-GWAS based on 10% of samples. B) Discovery-IHW applied to GWAS
based on 10% of samples. C) Validation-GWAS based on 90% of samples. Significant line in GWAS is 5*10-8 and is adjusted to 10-7 for FDR
0.005 in IHW.

Prioritizing common or coding variants
A sub-significant hit found in Discovery-GWAS (Fig. 3A) becomes significant in Discovery-IHW (Fig. 3B). This
potential hit is validated in Validation-GWAS as a true positive (strongly significant in Fig. 3C). Overall, there
are 10 out of 20 non-significant hits in Discovery-GWAS become significant in Discovery-IHW (and 7 out of
these 10 hits are validated as true positives in Validation-GWAS).
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Figure 3. Locuszoom plots of a true positive locus. A) Discovery-GWAS based on 10% of samples. B) Discovery-IHW applied to GWAS
based on 10% of samples. C) Validation-GWAS based on 90% of samples. Significant line in GWAS is 5*10-8 and is adjusted to 10-7 for FDR
0.005 in IHW.

Conclusion
• IHW suggests to down-weight rare variants and
up-weight common or coding variants.
• IHW can help to reduce false positive from rare
variants.
• Although new signals can be found using IHW,
further investigations are needed to see if there
are false positives introduced by IHW.
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